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Abstract: In this paper is presented an automatic deaf language to text translation and recognition system. The scheme is based on neural 
network (NN) classifier using a back propagation. The input parameter vector to neural network is the Fisher score, which represents the derivate 
of the matrix of symbol probability in hidden Markov model (HMM). The HMM, which needs a sequence to be trained and used, is fed by the 
hand contour chain code. Besides, an improvement on the calculation of Fisher score is introduced by means of reducing the kernel scores 
variance. The error ratio classifying hand text of the proposed system is less than 0.8% with our database. The objective of this effort was to 
explore the utility of a neural network based approach to recognition of the sign language.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The growing commitment of the society in reducing the 
barriers to persons with disabilities, added to the advances 
of the computers and form recognition methods, has 
motivated the development of the present system that 
transforms the sign language in the American text alphabet, 
because in each country the sign language is different. This 
system bases its operation in providing in the input an image 
of a sign alphabet American hand sign, and in their output 
the letter of the Latin alphabet that corresponds it, just as it 
is observed in the following figure 1, including the 25 
American text letter. The used procedure in this automatic 
recognition is based in the adequate modeled of the hand 
sign by Neural Network. For it, it has been realized the 
calculation of Fisher score, which is extracted of HMM [2, 
5]. This HMM is fed with the chain code, determined from 
the band sign image. 
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Figure 1:  Translation from sign alphabet automatic recognition system, 
until the standard Latin alphabet 
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For this process, the first step has been arranged the 
capture of samples. It is necessary to create a database with 
hand sign pictures of the sign text of numerous persons, 
being the ideal infinite. In our case, it was enclosed for sixty 
different people (25 hand signs each one). Subsequently, it 
has been applied a image preprocessing, transforming the 
color image in a white and black one, with more reduced 
size, which defines the hand outline. With this outline, we 
are going to extract a series of parameter, associated in a 
vector that defines the contour of the hand sign with chain 
code [3, 6, 19, 20], and it is classified and parameterized by 
HMM. From these HMM, some parameters are going to 
extract, based on the emission probability of the vectors, 
which are going to determine the score Fisher [2, 6], for 
classifying it with Neural Network [10, 11, 23, 24]. This 
system will he supervised with a training process, in which 
is learned to differentiate some hand signs of other; and a 
other test process, where the models will be verified. This 
process is resumed in the following figure2. In the second 
section the creation of the database. In the third, the applied 
image processing. Subsequently, the calculation of Fisher 
score by HMM. In the fifth section the neural network 
classifier. The sixth sections are all the realized experiments 
and finally the conclusions and references. 

II. BUILDING OF DATABASE 

A database has been created for the execution of this 
paper that is enclosed of 25 hand signs or patterns, 
collecting 60 samples of each one all of different peoples. 
These images have been captured by a digital photograph 
camera. The creation of this database has had a series of 
difficulties, among them is emphasized the communications 
barrier of working with people with auditory disability. By 
another side, it has been worked with images static, without 
movement. 

Some statistic data from database are the following: 
a. A 60% of males and a 40% of female. 
b. The 30% of the peoples are deaf and the remainder not. 
c. The distribution in ages varies since the 20 to the 60 

years old. 
d. The images have a size of 640x480 pixels (wide x 

high), with a resolution 24 bits of color, in a format 
REG, that is to say, 8 bits for each one of the 
fundamental colors. 

Finally, the hand signs are presented in the figure 3, in 
particular, a sample of each one of the hand signs to 
recognize. 

III. SIGN LANGUAGE IMAGE PREPROCESSING 

In this process are going to take the color images for 
transforming to binary images of hand sign shape (white and 
black) with a fixed height of 400 pixels, conserving the 
relation with respect the width.  
The following steps are; 
a. Filter RGB image for eliminating the noise, hue, 

saturation effects. 
b. Convert RGB image in YCBCR color image by 

eliminating the hue and saturation [24]. 
c. Convert YCBCR image in grayscale by eliminating the 

hue and saturation [24]. 
d. Filter grayscale image for eliminating the noise, hue 

and saturation. 

e. Enhance contrast using histogram equalization [3, 19, 
20]. To realize this process, it is equalized the 
histogram of the different levels of gray, under a lineal 
function (see the figure 4), but without affecting to the 
darkest points, only for the clearest parts (the hand 
sign), marking differences among the shadow of the 
hand and the background; and the own hand. 

f. Take the frame out to eliminate some border effects 
(see figure 5). 

g. Convert image to binary image by Thresholding. The 
Thresholding is computed by means of Otsu's method, 
which chooses the threshold to minimize the interclass 
variance of the Thresholding black and white pixels. 
With this step is finished for determining the hand as an 
object. 

h. Morphologic operators [4, 20]. It is applied the 
dilatation operations in a first place, and after the 
erosion, as effect to recover the conditions of size of the 
image. The elimination of the noise is other desired 
effect. The dilatation is going to unite the holes that can 
remain in the line of the contour. Subsequently the hand 
is filled as object, and finally recovers the original 
dimension, by means of the erosion, that is able to 
eliminate the possible noises happened by the own 
photo. 

 
 
 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Procedure of automatic hand sign recognition system 

i. Reduction. The size of image is reduced in one quarter, 
for reducing the size of the final vector. 
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j. Calculation of the contour [5, 6]. It is calculated the 
hand contour, which determines the hand sign on the 
background of the image, with the particularity that the 
connection among pixels is alone one pixel, with a 
connectivity among neighbors of 8, that is chain code. 

k. Adjustment of the wrist. The image is trimmed slightly 
with the intention to determine the side of the one that 
the hand sign arises. Adjustment of high of the image. 
Finally it is fixed the value of the height, maintaining 
the proportionality with regard to the width. In this way 
the information is not loosen, indistinctly that the hand 
sign is horizontal, vertical up or vertical downward. 

l. In the figure 5, this process of processing image is 
shown, in particular, for the hand sign of the latter A 
and W. 
 

 
Figure 3: Hand signs that conform the database 
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Figure 4: Applied equalization to the intensity 
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Original Image    (a) Resize Image   (b) Filter Image(c) 
YCBCR Color Image (d) Gray Image    (e) Binary Image (f) 
Morphologic (g) Close  (h) Outline  (i)  Crop Image    (j) 
Adjustment       (k) minimum polygon adjustment 

Figure 5: Steps of the applied processing hand signs image 

In the figure 5, this process of processing hand signs 
image is shown, in particular, for the hand signs of the latter 
A and W. 

IV. FISHER SCORE CALCULATION 

Once it is obtained all the outline images of the hand 
signs, it is realized the calculation of Fisher score. This 
process comprises in three steps; 
a. Extraction of parameter from outline: chain code [3, 

20]. 
b. Creation HMM with chain code as input [5, 6]. 
c. Calculation of Fisher score from gradient of logarithm 

of the observation symbol probability distribution [2, 
6]. 

A.  Chain Code from Outline Hand: 
This vector of the contour hand sign is obtained with the 

mask of the figure 6, observing the position of each pixel 
with their adjacent one. This vector is formed by numbers 
from the 1 to the 8 that describes the outline of the hand 
sign. The information that is extracted, describes the 
sequence of the hand, accompanied by temporary 
information, because all the hand signs are acquired in the 
same order and sense. This information is very important for 
the recognizer based on HMM, therefore utilizes this 
information to distinguish the different hand signs. It is 
fixed a criterion of start for the obtaining of this vector, 

verifying first if is a vertical, horizontal since down or 
vertical since up hand sign, for this is not rotation invariant. 
It is begun for seeking write pixels with the following order 
of priority: first, the first column of the left (horizontal hand 
sign), the last row (vertical since down) or the first row 
(vertical since up). This order of priority will depend; 
evidently, of the probability to be produced each type of 
hand sign, thus, the vertical hand signs since up are the last, 
since only there are two. 
 

1 2 3 
8 X 4 
7 6 5 

Figure 6: Mask of composition of the vector of the chain code 

B. Transformation of Parameter with HMM: 
It is going to determine by the supervised classification of 

chain code using HMM, which is the maximum rate of 
success, for extrapolating the forward and backward 
parameter of HMM in the calculation of Fisher score. 
Therefore, the HMM employed is a Bakis, and is trained with 
the procedure of Baum-Welch, to maximize the probabilities 
of success [2]. Besides, 8 symbols by state have been 
utilized. The creation of the HMM models has two phases, 
the training and the test. Finally, the number of states (N) and 
the percentage of training samples have utilized like 
parameters to find the highest rate of success. 

C.  Fisher Score: 
Finally, it is proposed the transformation that provides 

the HMM probabilities relating to the approach of the Fisher 
score [2, 6]. With this goal, it intends to unite the probability 
given by the HMM to the given discrimination of the neural 
network, whose tie of union is this Fisher score. This score 
calculates the gradient with respect to the parameters of 
HMM, in particular, on the probabilities of emission of a 
vector of d ata x, while it is fou nd in  a certain  state q Є 
{l,…….., N}, given by the matrix of symbol probability in 
state q(bq

P(x/ q, λ) = b

(x)), just as it is indicated in the following equation 
; 

q

If it is realized the derivate of the logarithm of the above 
probability, with the purpose to calculate its gradient, it is 
obtained the kernel of Fisher, whose expression comes given 
by; 

(x)                                                           (Eq. 
1) 

 ∂logp(x/q, λ)/∂p(x, q) =ζ(x, q)/bq
Where in [2, 5, 6], it has been found the approximations 

and the calculation of above equation. Besides, ζ (x, q) 
represents the number of times, that is localized in a state q, 
during the generation of a sequence, emitting a certain 
symbol x [2, 5].  ζ (q) represents the number of times that 
has been in q during the process of generation of the 
sequence [2, 5]. These values are obtained directly and of 
form effective, from the forward backward algorithm, 
applied to the HMM [2, 5]. The application of this score 
(U

(x)-ζ (q)                   (Eq. 2) 

x

U

) to the neural network, comes given by the expression 
of the equation 2, utilizing the techniques of the natural 
gradient, from the following equation [1]; 

x =     p(x, q) log p(x / q, λ)                                            (Eq. 
3) 
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     Where Ux

V. CLASSIFICATION METHOD 

 define the direction of maximum slope of the 
logarithm of the probability to have a certain symbol in a 
state. 

The objective of this study is to classifying Fisher kernel 
data of sign language latter symbol using feed forward back 
propagation neural network and Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) 
as the training algorithm. LM algorithm has been used in 
this study due to the reason that the training process 
converges quickly as the solution is approached. For this 
study, sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent functions are applied in 
the learning process. Feed forward back propagation neural 
network use to classify sign language text symbol according 
to fisher score characteristic [10, 11, 23, 24]. Feed forward 
back propagation neural network is created by generalizing 
the gradient descent with momentum weight and bias 
learning rule to multiple layer networks and nonlinear 
differentiable transfer functions. Input vectors and the 
corresponding target vectors are used to train feed forward 
back propagation neural network. Neural network train until 
it can classify the defined pattern. The training algorithms 
use the gradient of the performance function to determine 
how to adjust the weights to minimize performance. The 
gradient is determined using a technique called back 
propagation, which involves performing computations 
backwards through the network. The back propagation 
computation is derived using the chain rule of calculus. In 
addition, the transfer functions of hidden and output layers 
are tan-sigmoid and tan-sigmoid, respectively.  

A. Training and Testing: 
The proposed network was trained with fisher score data 

cases. When the training process is completed for the 
training data, the last weights of the network were saved to 
be ready for the testing procedure. The time needed to train 
the training datasets was approximately 2.60 second. The 
testing process is done for 60 cases. These 60 cases are fed 
to the proposed network and their output is recorded.  
a. Performance plot:  Performance plot show the training 

errors, validation errors, and test errors appears, as 
shown in the training process. Training errors, 
validation errors, and test errors appears, as shown in 
the following figure 7. 

b. Receiver Operator Characteristic Measure (ROC) 
Plot: The colored lines in each axis represent the ROC 
curves. The ROC curve is a plot of the true positive 
rate (sensitivity) versus the false positive rate (1 -
specificity) as the threshold is varied. A perfect test 
would show points in the upper-left corner, with 100% 
sensitivity and 100% specificity. For this problem, the 
network performs very well. The results show very 
good quality in the following figure 8. 

VI. EXPRIMENT RESULTS 

The experiments have been realized with independent 
samples for training and for test. These have been repeated 
in five times to take averaged values, expressed them by 
their average and their variance. The execution of the same 
have been done sequential mode, first in the HMM to 
achieve its maximum success, varying the number of states 

and the percentage of samples in the training. The results are 
the following: 

 
 

Table 1: Rate of success of the HMM in function of the percentage of 
samples for training and of the number of states 

Samples 
Training 

Number of state 
20 45 45 65 100 

20% 75.66% 
±22.82 

86.60% 
±3.33 

87.74% 
±2.47 

85.38% 
±7.67 

64.40% 
±45.65 

40% 78.20% 
±12.83 

88.70% 
±3.50 

88.58% 
±7.24 

92.10% 
±1.82 

73.20% 
±26.50 

60% 76.78% 
±11.20 

91.90% 
±2.95 

87.30% 
±3.90 

87.98% 
± 3.10 

68.10% 
±25.87 

80% 77.31% 
±31.42 

92.75% 
±14.19 

93.20% 
±8.30 

92.50% 
±14.15 

75.65% 
±16.80 

 
Of the above table is deduced that the best percentage of 

training is fur 92.75% and 45 states, with a rate of 91.20%, 
presenting a small variance. Of this model is going to 
generate the kernel of Fisher, and it is going to apply to the 
neural network. The results of these tests are collected in the 
following table1. 

It is observed as for the neural networks are presented 
better results, arriving to an average rate of 99.30%, with the 
smallest variance.  
 

 
Figure 7: Performance plot 

 
Figure 8: ROC plot 
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Figure 9: Regression plot 

 
Figure 10: Training State Plot 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this article a robust and novel automatic sign language 
recognition system has been presented, from the 
transformation of chain code of the outline by HMM until 
Fisher score, related to the forward-backward probabilities 
into HMMs. System is improved with the decreasing of the 
variance of the data with respect to the initial approach of 
the kernel of fisher, arriving to a rate of 99.30 % of success. 
The error ratio classifying hand text of the proposed system 
is less than 0.8% with our database.  The objective of this 
effort was to explore the utility of a neural network based 
approach to recognition of the sign language. The major 
goal of this research is to develop a system that will aid in 
the interaction between human and computer through the 
use of sign language as a text or control commands. 
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